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From The Tiller

Happy New Year and welcome
back to the second half of the

sailing season at ASC.

Congratulations to Ross Trembath
and crew for successfully negotiat-
ing Bass Strait and completing the
Sydney to Hobart on the Sydney 38
Hidden Agenda. The excitement of
the Boxing Day start, the exhilara-
tion of charging south down the
coast and camaraderie of getting
there with a crew of family and

close friends make the experience sound a memorable one.
We will expect a story in the next JibSheet Ross.

The new year kicked off with a scorcher which no doubt kept
numbers down for the Crew’s Race. Only two hardy crews
fronted the starter with a fresh and 45degC++ norwester blow-
ing.  Red Herring sailed by Tim Lyall survived the trying condi-
tions to take handicap honours from Greg Bolton sailing
Scaramouche.

On the centreboard scene, ASC was very well represented at
the National Championships held during January – 11 MJ
crews, 5 in the F11s and ZZ in the Spirals.

The fleet of more than fifty MJs was hosted by Belmont 16’
Skiff Club on Lake Macquarie. Gemma Rasdall and Sophie
Russell won the All Girl Crew Championship title, Zac Duryea
and Brodie Crossman were second and Will Dargaville and
Jack Nairn third in the Junior Division (under 12), and in the
Novice Division, Lily Rasdall and Jessica Angus came 4th on
handicap. 

The Flying 11s followed the MJs to Belmont, and in generally
light to moderate conditions Amy Lee and Jenna Walters
excelled to finish 6th overall and also win the All Girl Crew
Championship title in the fleet of 72 boats. Peter Kendall and
Louis Halford had their best regatta yet coming 13th.  I also
hear that one ASC skipper was photographed doing a
“Backwards Fogarty” when a hiking strap broke….I’d like to
see that!

The Spirals

Well done to all our centreboard sailors.  We are very proud
of your achievements.  Detailed accounts of the regattas
appear later in the Jib Sheet. Thirteen yachts and forty-seven
centreboarders enjoyed near perfect conditions for the
Australia Day Regatta. on Pittwater and 28 Spirals competed
in conjunction with their National Championships.  Some
crews displayed great patriotism dressing in Australian flag
attire (well done Hustler), whilst others displayed fortitude,
downing lamingtons and champagne before the race (names
suppressed for legal reasons)!  Congratulations to the medal
winners in each division and keep an eye out for the invitation
to the Lord Mayor’s presentation ceremony on zz March.
Many thanks to those who helped the day run smoothly – par-
ticularly Jennie Fogarty, Andrew and Robyn Kendall, Tanya
Deer, Peter and Michelle Gale, Greg Bolton, Glenn and Evan
Sanders, Peter and Elizabeth Kidner, Bob Batchelor, Roger
Carlson and Norm Field.

Ladies Race was held in conjunction with the January Family
Race. Very appropriately The Other Woman skippered by
Simone Burgess  won the event, with The 830 News (Bonnie

Shaw)  and Young Generation (Jane Durham) and The 830
News (SSS) taking the minor placings.  The handicapper
ensured a very exciting finish with 2nd to 5th placings almost
being inseparable.  Congratulations to Jan Trembath for a
very creditable first outing on the helm…move over Ross!

The Challenger Head Weekend on 11th and 12th March is the
next social event on the calendar and is open to all. An infor-
mal race to Akuna Bay on the Saturday afternoon is followed
by drinks and dinner in a function room at the marina. If you
are unable to sail to Akuna Bay, motor around or come by car
and enjoy a great night out.  Booking details appear later in
Jib Sheet.

The duty roster for the second half of the season is included
with this newsletter and a copy displayed on the club
Noticeboard.  You can also download the roster from the web-
site.  Please check and diarise your duty day, and if you are
unable to do your duty, please arrange a swap, advise the rel-
evant OOD and mark the change on the copy on the
Noticeboard.

Speaking of duties, there is a working bee at the club on
Saturday 18th February between 9am and 4pm. Everyone
should put in a couple of hours at a working bee at some
stage during the season, so if you have yet to put in an
appearance, please come along…there are always plenty of
tasks no matter what your skills are! Lunch will be provided.

Geoff Fogarty
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REID BARTON
A GOOD PRESIDENT OF 
AVALON SAILING CLUB

The Club has heard with regret that Reid Barton died on
the 18th of january 2006 in Mudgee at the age of 73
years.

Reid, his wife Clare and their two sons Reid and Bruce,
were enthusiastic supporters of the Club some 30 years
ago.That was a time when the Club was very prominent
in the Manly Junior Sailing Association of NSW. We had
some 45 MJ’s on our books and in 1972 we hosted the
2nd only National Championship of the class. It was
also a time when both the president and the Chairman
of the racing committee  of the Association were mem-
bers of the Club. Reid was that Chairman. He moved on
to become President of our club and he performed both
tasks with the same enthusiasm.
The mid seventies were also a time when the fibreglass
MJ was introduced.   There was much argument at the
time as to whether we should phase out the wooden
hulls, many of which were the pride and joy of the Dads
who had spent many hours in the making of them in the
family garage. There are not many wooden hulls around
today

Our thoughts go out to Clare and her two sons on this
sorry occasion and our thanks go to Reid for a job well
done

Don McLachlan
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Iam sure many of the club’s members have chartered in the
Bay of Islands previously but with a request from two fami-

lies as to what it was like, our family were there earlier in
January 2006, and a request for an article for the JibSheet I
thought there might be a few more families interested in our
experiences.

We first thought of the idea as a result of the “Getaway” pro-
gramme on Channel 9 which had some spectacular  footage
of Whantaroa Harbour. As a result we logged onto the tourism
NZ.co.nz website back in August 2005 and the whole idea
took on its own momentum.

Firstly, to get there you fly to Keri Keri airport, via Auckland
which is the closest airport and the local taxi service will col-
lect you if you pre book; they do not hang around waiting for
arrivals so booking is essential and it costs $60 NZ. We actu-
ally went touring the North Island by car first from Auckland
and dropped the car back at Keri Keri. Paihai is the main
town/village and is a
tourist area with lots
of backpackers and
motels. Costs of
motels are interesting
as you pay not for
the room but for the
number of guests, ie
a two bedroom unit
with 5 beds costs
approx  $210.00 for 5
or $40 less for 4 per
night. The standard
of accommodation
was overall good, 5
star motels are more
expensive but bear in
mind this was peak
season.  

Car hire was via
National Car Rentals
who were the only
company to verbally
agree we could leave
the car at Ker Keri
rather than Auckland.
However when dropping the car off we found Avis and Budget
also had drop off areas despite advising this was not possi-
ble. One family we meet advised Nationwide Car Rentals let
them keep the car whilst on Charter and drop it off at
Auckland Airport as they flew out from there; no rental charge
was made whilst they were on the boat. 

We provisioned the boat ourselves and soon realised food
even in NZ dollars is about the same as in Australia so antici-
pate a cheap deal. Beer is also on a parity whilst wine is
more expensive, for instance a $12 bottle of Kiwi Sauvignon
Blanc via Theos on special was $20NZ! There is a large
Woolworths at Paihai and another at Keri Keri if you have a
hire car to use.

We found there are numerous Charter companies, Fairwind

Charters and Moorings spring to mind, however we booked
through Sail Connections and Jeni Tidmarsh at
charter@sailaconnections.co.nz was very helpful. 
We chartered a Jeanneau 36.2 which was about four years
old and whilst showing a few signs of its age it was well
equipped even to the point of a spinnaker pole and sheets, 
I cannot recall ever chartering a boat where a spinnaker was
supplied but will stand corrected on this as we are not regular
charterers. If you are chartering and do not have children
then rates fall considerably outside of school holidays.

Whilst Jeni at Sail Connections was fantastic unfortunately
the boat had not been prepared as well as it should and we
had to sail back the following day to fill the water tanks, col-
lect refuse bags, washing up liquid and a few minor items
missed. We also had problems with the head which made life
interesting at times.

The yacht had a full supply of maps and charts and a detailed
users manu-
al which was
much more
helpful than
the briefing
we were
given. The
charter limits
are interest-
ing and
depends on
the length of
charter, four
days effec-
tively means
you are
restricted to
the Bay,
seven days
out to Barrier
Island in the
South and
Whantaroa
Harbour in
the North,
ten days
extends

these boundaries a bit further but frankly I doubt there would
have been much benefit. It’s a full days sailing to Whantaroa
Harbour so in all you would need to allow at least three days
for the trip allowing for a day in the Harbour, to my mind this
Harbour was the highlight of the holiday and I would recom-
mend anyone going to allow an extra day there. There is
water available via a natural spring which you pump onto the
boat and the Community based game fishing club has meals
and a great pub is also available with a bistro. The Club has a
marina if needed but is restricted to 16 metre vessels and
casual mooring is restricted. Refuse drop off is also available
for $2. 

Go to page 8

A Bay of Islands Charter
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Centreboard News

Manly Junior Nationals on Lake Macquarie

Avalon sent a well prepared team to the Nationals at Belmont 16’ skiff club. The ASC MJ Fleet had extra training
on Thursday nights in their preparation. The nine boat team had the following results:

Scratch Handicap
Place Place Boat Name Helm and Crew
11th 6th Dynamic Lifter Zac Duryea and Brodie Crossman
12th 4th Bullet Gemma Rasdall and Sophie Russell
15th 25th Fierce but Fragile Aaron Bradley and Josh Ponton
16th 20th Full Throttle Tom and Michael Koerner
24rd 23rd Bring It On Will Dargaville and Jack Narin
30th 31st Surge Harry and Nick Bate
N 10th N 6th Wilspeed Wil Coxon and Daniel Wear
N 16th N 11th Kiss My Stern Jessica Russell and Nicola Forbes-Smith
N 18th N 4th Good Thing Lily Rasdall and Jess Angus

Some of the highlights were Full Throttle having a 4th in the 2nd race. (followed by a 3rd in the next race only to be called OCS).
ASC had a few other top 10 finishes with Gemma and Sophie having a 6th , Zac and Brodie had a 7th and 8th,  Aaron and Josh
had an 8th and Wil and Daniel had a 4th, 6th and 8th in Novice Division. Jessica and Nicola sailing Kiss My Stern in their first
championship sailed remarkably well. 

ASC was well represented at Presentation Night with members receiving trophies for: 
First All Girl Crew and  4th on handicap  to Bullet, 2nd Under Age 12 and 6th on handicap to Dynamic Lifter

3rd Under Age 12 to Bring It On, 4th on Handicap Novice to Good Thing, 6th on Handicap Novice to Wilspeed

Matt Duryea
Go to page 5 for Flying 11 news

Manly Junior Dads get into the action

Six Avalon members ventured into the one design racing arena on the weekend of November 18,19 by attending the Laser
Masters Regatta (over 35’s)  Andy Bate, Ian Ponton, Chuck Bradley, Matt Duryea, Warrick Crossman and David Parsons

made the trip to Wangi Wangi Sailing Club along to join the 120 other lasers sailors. Sunny 8 to 12 knots days made the very
competitive sailing enjoyable. David, fresh off winning the Masters division at the Coast Championships got the best of Warrick to
top the Avalon team in the radial rig fleet. Andy, a past laser top gun, showed he still knows how the game is played topping the
Avalon team in the full rig fleet. 

The Legendary Sailing Camp
The legend lives on as the prestigious and very exclusive Avalon Sailing Camp was again a life altering experience for 65 young
sailors. (either a sailor of life or scared s***less of sailing forever). Perfectly run and organized by the dynamic duo, Peter Gale
and Rob Wall and their wonderful support team, fun had by all.

Manly Junior States 
The Avalon Manly Junior Fleet continues to improve and impress with close results at the 2nd weekend of the State Titles at
Cronulla. There were 2 races on Saturday and Sunday was cancelled due to 35 knot winds.

RESULTS                                                          RACE 1      RACE 2

Aaron Bradley and Josh Ponton         11 6
Tom and Michael  Koerner        12 7
Gemma Rasdaland Sophie  Russell 13 8
Zac Duryea and Brodie Crossman 10                 17
Wil Dargarville and Jack Nairn 25 28
Anna Kendall and Monica Hyde 26                 35
Harry Bate and John Wilshire  29 26
Lily Rasdall and Jessica Hyde 16n 16n



Centreboard News continued

2006 FLYING 11 
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

January 9 – 15 2006

As usual supersition  took hold of the Invitation  Race well
before the event.  Many had decided their course of

action in case they were doing too well -  to drop back or was
that their excuse. Others such as Amy Lee and Jenna
Walters (Frustration) found themselves during the race in an
amazing 5th position and even though they too had a plan
worked out to sail hard and fast for the first half of the race
and then drop back and practice mark roundings, tacks and
gybes (in case doing well would mean bad luck for the rest of
the series) they
couldn’t of been more
wrong. Amy and
Jenna finished an
amazing 4th , Peter
Kendall and Louis
Halford (Ace) 7th and
Robert & Matthew
Crawford (Heroes
and Villians) (RPAYC)
1st   but the best was
yet to come for both
Avalon and Pittwater.
The series was held
by the Belmont 16ft
Skiff Club on Lake
Macquarie.  The con-
ditions were generally
light to moderate winds, very shifty and no two starts or races
were alike.  Subsequently, positions throughout the fleet
changed a lot from race to race which meant it wasn’t till the
last heat that anyone was a sure winner or place getter.

In race 1 during the second half, the wind changed to the
east and marks were moved accordingly with the biggest shift
on the last work making the finish boat make a sudden dash
to lay the finish line part way between the top and wing mark
in an effort to lay a windward finish which caused confusion
for the leaders. Whitewash M16ftSSC had led the race from
the start from River Rat LC12ftssc however, River Rat was
first to realise the changed finish position and with both boats
flying kites River Rat crossed only seconds in front to be
given the gun.  However, after protest Whitewash was 1st
and River Rat 2nd, Frustration ASC 9th, Ace ASC 16th, Onya
Mark ASC, Andy Kidner and Mathew Mayall 17th, This Way
Up ASC Sarah Lee and Georgia Carney 31st, The Dot Penny
Kendall and Maddison Deer ASC 52nd.

Race 2  Waiters Eye 6th RPAYC was top Pittwater boat and
Frustration 9th and Onya Mark 12th for ASC
Race 3  Saw 4 Pittwater boats in the top 10 placings Heroes
& Villians RPAYC 2nd, Insight James Dargaville and
Madelaine Nairn RPAYC 8th, Frustration ASC 9th and Ace
ASC 10th.
Race 4 was delayed for a southerly squall and a race was
held in 15 – 20 knot southerly which was enjoyed by the 
larger crews. Waiters Eye RPAYC came through with another

6th, Onya Mark ASC 10th and Ace ASC 11th The Dot had a
great race with a 37th and This Way Up retired with gear 
failure and Frustration found that capsizing at a gybe mark is
slow.
Race 5 had upsets after 3 general recalls and 3 of the top 10
places had an OCS at the finish. They were River Rat
LC12SSC which would have finished 1st and was battling for
first overall position with Whitewash M16’SSC Byron White
and Joel Morgan, The Rat LL12’SSC Evan Williams and Alex
Paton 3 who had crossed 4th and very unfortunately Ace ASC
Peter and Louis.
After the OCS,  tension was now running very high for  River
Rat and Whitewash for overall 1st position. However
Frustration ASC was 4th this race and the girls definitely had a

good grip on the All Girl Crew  trophy.

Race 6 began with 3 general recalls dur-
ing which some very persistent yachties
sailed downwind, poles out on port tack
through 72 starboard tacking F11s on
each of the starts – amazing.  Stress
was also a factor on the start boat as
they apparently were  running out of bul-
lets but fortunately the race got under
way on the last gun. This race saw a big
change in many placings and showed
that Onya Mark ASC 10th can certainly
do it on a light day, meanwhile River Rat
3rd and Whitewash 7th meant that for
River Rat to win the overall trophy they
would have to win race 7 and Whitewash
be back in about 8th position.

Race 7  River Rat had the race to himself with a pack of 6
boats trailing behind him At the bottom mark with the last work
to the finish Amy and Jenna were in 6th place. Rather than
follow the bunch in front they tacked away and half up the
work they rejoined the pack 4th. There was a tacking duel for
a while and Amy and Jenna got into 2nd position which they
held, and with amazing speed left the bunch well behind.
Whitewash finished 9th and became the Runners up to the
overall champions Andrew and Alison Chapman in River Rat.

Avalon SC overall placings are as follows:  Frustration 6th
and 1st All Girls, Ace 13th, Onya Mark 17th,  This Way Up
45th and The Dot 54th. 
All that was left of the series now was to calculate the 
placings, enjoy dinner, presentation and disco at the club with
myself and Andrew Kendall embarrassing the kids while we
strutted our stuff doing the Chicken dance.

We are now planning for the next Nationals in Perth for 2007
and with keen perseverance, all the Avalon boats will do even
better; and with the expected conditions of strong breezes
Peter and Louis in Ace and Andy and Mathew in Onya Mark
will be on fire. And to all the MJ and F11 sailors no matter
where you came overall you all had a great experience and
lots of fun and anything is possible. 

Gaye Lee
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Cruise News

After recovering from Christmas and watching the start of
the Sydney to Hobart Race, with much better coverage

by 7 than the previous year, we prepared the boat on a hot
summer’s afternoon for a two week cruise.  There seemed so
much gear to load – how on earth do people set off for
months?!  We made over to Coaster’s Retreat to the ASC
mooring where Paul and Bev Sinclair on Hagar were already
preparing for the offshore passage. The decision had been
made that cruising north would provide more options in terms
of stopovers, meals ashore and re-victualling opportunities.

On 27 December we left Coaster’s Retreat at 0500 with a
south east wind of 8 knots into a lumpy sea. By 1000 the
wind had failed and being no further advanced than the
Skillion, we resorted to the engine, having done an involun-
tary 360 in an ugly swell. By 1200 the wind filled in from the
north east to provide a reasonable sail and by 1620 we were
off Nobby’s Head and shortly afterwards moored up at the
Newcastle NCYC marina.  It was very hot in the marina, but
the facilities are excellent and the next day we enjoyed a deli-
cious lunch at “Rocksalt”, the small restaurant at the marina.

On the night of 28 December the southerly came through and
we left the marina the following morning. With the passage
under way at 0920 and a good reaching wind from the south,
fast progress was made towards Morna Point and by 1400
Fingal Bay and Point Stephens light were cleared. With the
conditions moderate we proceeded north to Broughton
Islands and anchored amongst an alarmingly large number of
yachts and power boats in Coal Shaft Bay.  It is a shame that
the “Sydney Morning Herald” did such a good promotion on
the “best kept secret of the East Coast”.  There was even a
visit from a cruise ship, the “Orion”, which sent a fleet of
Zodiacs and kayaking tourists ashore.  Apparently they had
paid between 6 and 14 thousand dollars for their five day
cruise.  Makes the maintenance of the yacht seem cheap
after all! For the next two days we enjoyed the beauties of
these magical islands with their deep turquoise waters, wind-
swept cliffs and nightly cries of mutton birds.  We enjoyed
swimming and snorkelling, walking and just lazing around
reading and sharing the odd drink or two.  We had no worries
about sharks until we came home to the hysterical news cov-
erage!  The motor boats and several of the yachts had only
come out for the day from Port Stephens and soon the num-
ber of boats was down to a core of vessels with whom we
had enjoyed a previous New Year’s Eve.  After a gourmet
dinner provided by the Sinclairs on board Hagar, we joined
the beach party by a blazing fire and saw in 2006 beneath a
warm and starry sky, with the distant Port Stephens fireworks
as a backdrop.

New Year’s Day came with a strong wind warning, with the
wind forecast to back from nor-east to nor-west, so we
weighed anchor at 1000 and made the short passage to Port
Stephens.  Once again both yachts were treated to a fantas-
tic display by the Port Stephens dolphins in Providence Bay.
They amused us with their antics for long periods throughout
the trip.  The paying customers on the dolphin watch cruises
were inside the harbours but the dolphins were entertaining
us for free way out at sea. Passing between Yacaaba and
Cabbage Tree Island we entered the magnificent harbour and

proceeded to Shoal Bay to pick up urgent supplies of ice and
beer and a refreshing pub lunch to revive us on such a hot
day. Replete, we weighed anchor and sailed west up the har-
bour, anchoring 2 cables off Salamander Bay at 1700. The air
was hot and the barometer was sliding. At 2340 the southerly
came through with much gusto and an anxious three hours
was spent checking bearings and depths to ensure that we
stayed put. The mud of Salamander is thick and slimy which
makes for excellent holding but lousy cleaning on weighing
anchor the next day, as we headed west in the afternoon for
Carrington. Our intention was to get to the oyster barn, but
our drafts are too deep for serious gunk-holing so we aban-
doned oysters and made for North Arm Cove to anchor in
solitude amongst the blowing of dolphins and the mysterious
sounds of the bush about us. 

On 3 January at 0800, we weighed anchor, once again fight-
ing off the mud of Port Stephens, and headed east for a pas-
sage to Seal Rocks in a light nor-easter. A beautiful sail
turned to some frustration as we sailed into a completely
windless hole shortly before Treachery Head. We could see
fish swimming contemptuously past our flaccid lure in the
clear blue waters beneath the boat. Eventually the wind filled
in again with more from the south and we passed inside of
the Seal Rocks and around Sugar Loaf Point. We anchored
behind Statis Island inside Sugar Loaf Bay, well protected
from the rising wind from the south. However, the swell and
surge followed us in and we rolled all night with the loom of
the great light casting eerie patterns across the bay. After a
somewhat sleepless night, we woke to an overcast day with
beautiful views to the mountainous north. A shore visit to the
lighthouse and blowhole was most interesting, with fine views
out to the Seal Rocks and a commanding view north and
south for many miles. Despite a big sea breaking on the
rocks and powerful surf riding high up the beaches, the
prospect of another night in the rolling bay resolved us to
return to Broughton Islands. At 1430 we weighed anchor and
headed out into a rough sea. The stretch of water between
Sugar Loaf Point and the Seal Rocks had become very rough
with a southerly setting current against the fresh southerly
wind, which went light at the time most needed, causing us to
pitch violently into the steep seas. Once through this mael-
strom, the seas evened out and a good passage was made
to Providence at the north eastern end of Broughton Island.
We anchored amongst many of the yachts which had shared
New Year’s Eve.  

These ocean anchorages are wonderful places and the feel-
ing of harmony between land and sea is wonderful to experi-
ence, but this can be illusory and any feeling of security is
short lived. So it was with the higher wind and seas forecast
that we weighed anchor on 5 January and headed out of
Providence for a brief inspection of Coal Shaft Bay, which
confirmed our fears that the surge was too great for comfort.
We reluctantly at 1300 headed south to Port Stephens in an
18 knot nor-easter, anchoring in Fame Cove at 1700. Fame
Cove is an excellent all-weather anchorage, well protected
from all points excepting south west. So a peaceful night was
had in preparation for the 0600 passage south.  

Go to page 7
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for mutiny! Beer is great, but ……

Sadly, a truly wonderful cruise of 301 nautical miles
along our beautiful mid-coast had come to a close. We
had hoped to get to Laurieton this trip, but with a time
deadline, trying to get the right combination of swell
and high tide in daylight to cross the bar and the right
wind direction there and back proved unachievable.
Otherwise we had remarkably co-operative wind and
sea conditions.  Paul Sinclair had declared that it was

“our turn” for benevo-
lent conditions, and
we actually got them.
Thanks Paul! Broad
reaching most of the
time, we made only
about 3 tacks and 6
gybes on passage.

Once again, it is dis-
appointing that so
many capable yachts
do not take advan-
tage of coastal cruis-
ing, but why should
we complain, the soli-
tude is part of the
magic. However, we
would be delighted to
have more of ASC
come with us so let
us know what is hold-
ing you back and
come next time.

Lessons learned:
1. It really is worth

being flexible and adaptable while cruising offshore.
Meeting timetables with military precision merely adds
stress;
2.  Ocean going yachts love being at sea, but are not
so good for gunk-holing harbours such as the western
part of Port Stephens. We gave up oysters for the sake
of remaining afloat;
3.  Ocean anchorages are wonderful places and once
you get your sea legs are beguiling, but the price is
staying very alert and being prepared to move;
4.  With so much anchoring a windlass is a good bit of
equipment. Hagar has fitted chain and this made for a
much more stable rode. A high pressure sea water jet
would have assisted further in dealing with the mud;
and
Newcastle and the NYCC is a great way to break the
trip. It is much easier than Lake Macquarie with less
risk of being holed up during strong easterlies. 

Sue and Jim Flaye

By 0745 we cleared Yacaaba in strong 25 knot winds
from the nor-east with commensurate seas and two
reefs in the main. We were in for a fast passage to
Newcastle with following seas and winds pushing us
southerly. By 1150 we had cleared Nobby’s Head and

by 1230 were alongside the marina. We enjoyed lunch
at the distinguished Albion pub near the marina and in
the evening met our son Rob, who had come to
Newcastle by train to join us for the sail home. We met
up with Paul and Bev, who had discovered the delights
of Derby Street, Newcastle’s “street of a thousand
(well, about 30) restaurants”.  Our pavement café
became interesting as the lightning and thunder
brought rain and the umbrellas were not quite wide
enough!  Heavy rain swept up from the south over
night and a gloomy day started the 7th of January. At
0800 we cleared Nobby’s for our passage south. The
wind remained fresh from the east as we proceeded
through the parking lot of bulk carriers waiting on
demurrage to enter Newcastle.  The weather cleared to
a lovely sunny day with a strong steady breeze.  By
1600 we had ended a stimulating passage and by 1700
were moored securely off ASC. At this juncture the gas
ran out and our last cup of tea never happened; luckily
it hadn’t happened at Broughton, where we were down
to tinned meals. Don’t trust the gauge on your cylinder:
life at sea without tea would be unbearable, grounds

Cruise News continued

Kate Kelly showing her cruising colours
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The Bay itself is smaller than I had anticipated and not
as large, it is much smaller than the Whitsundays and
is pretty busy at weekends, mid week was much qui-
eter but we found it an advantage to be anchored by
3.30 pm each day to get a good spot for the night.
There are numerous small island and picturesque
beaches to moor and explore during the day. Most
days there was a sea breeze which turned late after-
noon so it was worth checking where the wind would
be overnight to find a protected bay.

If you have not been before, as we had not, you will
find the scenery and bush not too unfamiliar, several of
the islands have good walks upwards of to an hour
between beaches and there are pockets of rainforest
on the tracks. Our boys spent hours fossicking on the
beaches in the inflatable tender and snorkelling close
to the shore.  

The Islands are only an hour sailing from Opua Marina
so you can collect the boat at midday have a sail and
have plenty of time to recover from the flight. The Bay
outside of the islands is large and open to the Pacific
there were good winds of 20-25 knots which drop off
late afternoon and an offshore breeze usually took
over. Day temperatures were around the mid twenties
and a fleece was needed after sunset. Water tempera-
tures were colder than Sydney, we all concurred the
water was a “refreshing” temperature, mind you once in
it was fine.

The highlight as mentioned above was the Whantaroa
harbour, left the BOI and headed into 20+ knots plus
right on the bows with a two metre sea so to get there
we motored up which seven and a half hours, passing
through Cavilli Passage we picked up a pod of dolphins
which followed us for a mile. Coming into the Harbour
we could have sailed as we turned off the wind which
had strengthened again but with the boys a bit sick we
continued through into the Harbour which has fiord like
walls to its entry Inside the waters were calm and a
welcome relief. We moored up under the clifts with sev-
eral other yachts and a mothership for the Game
boats….this is a large game fishing area. 

Lunch the following day was at the pubs bistro at the
top of the Harbour and we then sailed off to get fresh
water into the tanks. The day was spent exploring the
bays and the bush and collecting oysters for the BBQ
that evening, they were great too, ginger lemon and
cracked pepper, and a glass or two of red. That
evening we found that the yacht was heavily buffeted
by wind bullets caused by the high cliffs which funnel
the wind, you can be well sheltered from the prevailing
wind only to find the boat spinning on its anchor as the
bullet hits and the usual bump as the anchor bits in.

The boat stayed pinned down but it was a restless
night checking the boat.  

After the day exploring no one was looking forward to
the return trip as the wind had now turned and would
be a south/south easterly tending east rather than the
north westerly we had on the way up, as we needed to
get back we cheated and motor sailed getting 6+ knots,
it took five and a half hours on the return and again the
sea was pretty rough with 1.5-2 metres.

We settled back into the shelter of the Islands just after
midday on Saturday to find that all the locals were now
out for the weekend and most of our previous anchor-
ages had been claimed, we eventually found a very
comfortable and sheltered cove for our last night, we
had three companions in yachts at four pm and nine or
ten by sunset. 

In summary it was a great trip, we toured the north
island first but he BOI was the highlight. If asked
whether the BOI or Whitsundays then my preference
would be the Whitsundays but as they say if never ever
go you never ever know.

David Wear

Bay of Islands

Cruising Dates
Maitland Bay – 11/12 February

Lake Macquarie or Port Hacking
Easter Weekend 14 April

And don’t forget the 
BIG ONE

The Challenger Head
Cruise/Race

11/12 March 2006

If you are interested in any of the
above cruises, please contact Sue

Flaye 9918 9213 or
suef@swiftdsl.com.au
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Guess Who, Don’t Sue

Who was the tinny driver from the outpost of the
Empire up around Mooney Mooney that was 

enjoying himself re-positioning his tinny for the days
activities when he motored straight into Yellow Glen's
boat bag. Huge round of applause from the balcony, of
course. Evidently someone had stolen his high rise seat
and he could not see over the bow. Anyway Andrew you
get the double accolade for helping out on the Australia
Day Regatta for picking up the visiting yacht crews and
taking them back and accolade no.2 for helping our
response boat director when he was single handed 
driving Retriever and towing Flotsam (or Jetsam) to the
ramp, stopped to tie on and was rammed by "F" or "J"
travelling at Mach one and nearly did a "Fogarty".
Nobody tell Evan. So good one Andrew.

Then there was the driver of that "Catcher of Dreams"
yacht that was noticed by the Mattes, who not only

had the Comsec flag upside down (very subtle I must
admit) but also our National Emblem.Nobody came to
your assistance either, Alan.

The handsome Pittwater area permanent Australia
Day trophy was won by the Mattes and neatly 

polished by Elle Gregory afer Neil won it last year. It
needs a bit of panel beating though, as it comes apart in
three pieces, so I won't mention who dropped it while on
the way to Sydney town hall by bus for the presentation,
Oh,what the hell, yes I will, it was the Carlsons one year,
and the Fields another and it managed to roll about
three seats back. So watch out Neil and Di. and it is
bloody heavy as well.  

Norm Field

Overheard on VHF 
in Newcastle Marina

Call to Coastal Patrol Newcastle from large
“Daddy’s Yacht” motor cruiser in a nearby mari-
na berth:

“What are conditions like on 
the bar this morning?”

After a very long pause the extremely dry
response came from Coastal Patrol:

“There ……….. is ………… 
NO………. bar”.

What an awesome sight it would be to watch a
one hundred thousand ton bulk ore carrier
negotiating a bar. Perhaps the skipper had
passed too many hours the night before in that
well-know Newcastle bar, that of the distin-
guished Albion Pub just across the road from
the Marina!

Susan Flaye

FAULTY CLUB KEYS
Over the last few months a number of club-
house keys have been issued to members which
only open the upstairs and downstairs clubhouse
doors but not the padlocks which unlock the
wire gates for the ramps on either side of the
clubhouse. If you are the owner of one of these
wretched keys please contact me on 99182461
or 0419 182461 or email me at prhudson@big-
pond.net.au or see me at the clubhouse on
Sundays and I will happily replace your key.
Please bear in mind that I,m often away for
short periods of time with my work,  regards, 

Peter Hudson (the Turn-key)

Happy Birthday Don

Congratulations to Don McLachlan from all
your friends at ASC on your recent 80th

birthday. Don you are an inspiration,
actively and generously supporting our 

club and always very competitive on the
water in Koolong. We wish you many 
more happy birthdays and successful 

seasons with ASC.
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Sailing Camp 2006 
See all the pictures at www.avalonsailingclub.com.au
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COMING EVENTS

Working B
18/2/06 and 19/2/06

Challenger Head
11/3/06 and 12/3/06

RRUUNNNNIINNGG  BBYY  TTHHEE  LLEEEE

www.avalonsailingclub.com.au

Thanks to the contribution of many members this months edition of the JibSheet makes good
reading. My gratitude goes out to Matt Duryea, Gaye Lee, Don McLachlan, Sue and Jim

Flaye, David Wear, Toni Fear, Peter Hudson, Peter Gayle, Paul Sinclair, Glenn Sanders, Bob
Bachelor and of course Geoff Fogarty and Norm Field. So good was the response to my frantic
call for copy and photos that much of what was sent will have to be held over for next month.
Thanks again to everyone who contributed (I hope I haven’t forgotten anyone) and please keep
your contributions coming, remember we have a whole year of JibSheets to fill.

The most important and enjoyable event soon coming is the annual Challenger Head cruise/race.
This IS an event for the faint hearted and not to be taken seriously. If you want to enjoy a quiet
weekend cruise/race to Hallets Beach and then on to Akuna Bay for an evening of frivolity fol-
lowed by a night aboard your yacht in the comfort of a marina berth, waking to a slap up break-
fast in the company of friends...this is for you. Alternatively Akuna Bay can be reached by road
but the journey is not as much fun that way. 

Mike Maher


